In this paper, we present a new methodology for learning parameters of multiple criteria classification method PROAFTN from data. There are numerous representations and techniques available for data mining, for example decision trees, rule bases, artificial neural networks, density estimation, regression and clustering. The PROAFTN method constitutes another approach for data mining. It belongs to the class of supervised learning algorithms and assigns membership degree of the alternatives to the classes. The PROAFTN method requires the elicitation of its parameters for the purpose of classification. Therefore, we need an automatic method that helps us to establish these parameters from the given data with minimum classification errors. Here we propose Variable Neighborhood Search metaheuristic for getting these parameters. The performances of the newly proposed method were evaluated using 10-cross validation technique. The results are compared with those obtained by other classification methods previously reported on the same data. It appears that the solutions of substantially better quality are obtained with proposed method than with these former ones. Email addresses: nabil.belacel@nrc.gc.ca (Nabil Belacel), m89dz@unb.ca (Hiral Bhasker Raval), punnen@unbsj.ca (Abraham P Punnen).
Introduction
In many real-world decision problems, alternatives or objects are assigned to predefined classes, where the alternatives within each class are as similar as possible. For instance, in medical diagnosis, patients are assigned to disease classes according to set of symptoms. The problem of assigning alternatives to predefined classes in multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is known as "multiple criteria sorting problems" [1] . This consists of the formulation of the decision problem in terms of the assignment of each object to one or several classes. The assignment is achieved through the examination of the intrinsic value of the objects by referring to pre-established norms, which correspond to vectors of scores on particular criteria or attributes, called profiles. These profiles can separate the classes or play the role of central reference points in the classes. Therefore, following the structure of the classes two situations can be distinguished: ordinal and nominal sorting problems [2] . The case where the classes are ordered is known as "ordinal sorting problems" and is characterized by a sequence of boundary reference objects. Scoring of credits is an example that can be treated using this problematic [3] . The case where the classes are not ordered is known as "nominal sorting problems" also called "multiple criteria classification problems" and is characterized by one or multiple prototypes [4] . The prototype is described by a set of attributes and is considered as a good representative of its class.
Several outranking approaches to solving nominal and ordinal sorting problems have been proposed in the literature. Among methods suggested for ordinal sorting problems are Trichotomic Segmentation [5] N-Tomic [6] and ELEC-TRE TRI [7] . Among methods proposed for solving multiple criteria classification problems are PROAFTN procedure [8] and more recently PROCFTN and k-Closest Resemblance procedures [9] [10] . Other approaches based on the use of utility function [11] have also been proposed for ordinal sorting problems. Many of the above-mentioned approaches have been applied to the resolution of many real world practical problems including medical diagnosis [12] [13] , financial and economic management [3] .
Outranking approaches exploit a preference model that is characterized by a number of parameters following more or less directly from preferential information supplied by the decision maker or expert. An outranking relation and parameters designate the preference model. The parameters consist of weights and various thresholds of attributes. The values assigned to these parameters will determine how the evaluation of alternatives according to different attributes should be combined. However, in many situations experts have difficulty in defining precise values for preferential parameters due to various reasons. For example, data considered in the decision problem might be imprecise or uncertain; experts may have only a vague understanding of parameters and their point of view can evolve during the elicitation process. This is why the idea of inferring preference models from examples has been very attractive. Therefore, several techniques using utility function and outranking relations have been proposed to infer preferential parameters [3, 11] . In general, these techniques proceed indirectly through a questioning procedure and translate expert answers into values that will be assigned to the preferential parameters. Other areas such as machine learning also use pre-assigned examples known as training set to infer the parameters of classification methods. Induction of rules or decision trees from examples [14] [15] and learning approach from examples for neural nets [16] are well-known representative methods of machine learning. This paper will focus on a new multiple criteria classification method PROAFTN that has been recently developed [4, 8] . When using this method, we need to determine the values of several parameters (boundaries of intervals that define the prototype profiles, weights and thresholds. . . ). To determine these intervals we have used the general scheme of the discretization technique described by Ching et al. [17] that establishes a set of pre-classified cases called a training set. For parameters such as weights and discrimination thresholds, we apply a heuristic approach based on available knowledge and with the involvement of decision-makers. Even if these approaches offer good quality solutions, they still need considerable computational time and resources. In this study, we propose new approaches that infer parameters of the multiple criteria classification procedure PROAFTN using training sets for solving classification problems with very large data sets. This approach is based on Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) Meta-heuristic proposed recently by Mladenovic and Hansen [18] .
The rest of the paper is synthesized as follows: In the next section the PROAFTN method is introduced. Section 3 proposes a mathematical programming model of optimization PROAFTN parameters. In Section 4, the Chebyshev's theorem with variable neighborhood search metaheuristic for determining the parameters of PROAFTN method are presented. In section 5, Computational results on published medical test problems are presented. Conclusions and further works are discussed in Section 6.
PROAFTN Method
In this section we briefly describe PROAFTN procedure (for detailed description see references [4, 8] ). PROAFTN method belongs to the class of supervised learning and it is used for solving multiple criteria classification problems. PROAFTN method has been applied to the resolution of many real world practical problems including medical diagnosis [12] [13] , asthma treat-ments [19] , documents classification [20] and crew scheduling problem [21] . Let each object, which we need to classify, is described by a set of m attributes {g 1 , g 2 . . . g m } and let {C 1 . . . C k } be the set of k classes. Given an object a, described by the score of m attributes, the different steps of the procedure are as follows:
} using the available knowledge (from the decision maker or from the pre-assigned data set known as training set). The prototypes are considered to be good representatives of their class and are described by the score upon each of the m attributes. More precisely, to each prototype b
When evaluating a certain quantity or a measure with a regular (crisp) interval, there are two extreme cases, which we should try to avoid. It is possible to make a pessimistic evaluation, but then the interval will appear wider. It is also possible to make an optimistic evaluation, but then there will be a risk of the output measure to get out of limits of the resulting narrow interval, so that the reliability of obtained results will be doubtful. Fuzzy intervals do not have these problems. They permit to have simultaneously both pessimistic and optimistic representations of the studied measure [22] . This is why we introduce the thresholds d To determine these fuzzy intervals we used the general scheme of the dis- Fig. 2 . Graphical representation of the partial discordance index to the indifference relation between the object aand prototype b h i . This graph assumes continuity and linear interpolation.
cretization technique described by Ching et al. [17] that establishes a set of pre-classified cases called a training set. In addition, we assign values to the parameters (weights, veto thresholds), which are used in calculating the membership degree of the object to be assigned to the class.
Computing the fuzzy indifference relation
For classification of the object a, PROAFTN method calculates the indiffer-
. . L h on the basis of concordance and non-discordance principles [4, 8] . The indifference relation basically gives us the degree of validation of the statement "a and b h i are indifferent or roughly equivalent". Using the principle of concordance and non-discordance, the indifference index is calculated by
where w h j is the positive coefficient stating the relative importance attached by a decision maker to an attribute g j of the class C ysis of all these indices, see [4, 8] . Throughout this paper we set the veto thresholds in infinity so that the formula 1 becomes:
The degree of the membership of an object a to class C h , h=1, 2,...,k is measured by the indifference degrees between a and its nearest neighbor in B h according to fuzzy indifference relation I:
Assignment of an object
After calculating the degree of membership µ(a, C h ), h=1, 2. . . k, the assignment decision is made by:
Problem Description
For a given multiple criteria classification problem, to apply PROAFTN we need to infer the interval [S
for each attribute in the given class. For our problem we assume weights for all attribute to be equal. Basically there are two methods to elicit these parameters: Direct Technique and Indirect Technique. In the first technique to elicit the required information of these parameters we need to have interactive interrogation with the decision maker for whom we are solving the problem. The interaction with the decision-maker ensures that his/her preferences are properly presented in the model. However this technique is often time-consuming and it is subject to the decision-maker willingness to participate in such an interactive process or not. Also for some problems we may not have the decision maker but only the dataset regarding the problem is available. In such case second technique helps out. That is we need some automatic techniques to get these parameters from the available data of the problem. Sometimes, this is referred to as preference disaggregation approach [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this, from the set of examples known as training set, we extract the necessary preferential information required to construct a classifier and use these for assigning the new cases. It is similar to use of training sample for model development as in machine learning. All these approaches share a common ground, i.e. the use of existing knowledge represented in a training sample for model development [14] [15] [16] [17] .
For our problem also, instead of using direct procedure, a preference disaggregation approach is used for adjusting parameters {S
The above objective function (3) consists in minimizing the classification errors (i.e. minimize the difference between the membership value µ ih (S } is obtained as a solution of the non-linear programming problem (P)). Since the objective function (3) is neither convex nor concave and usually has many local optima, so, finding global optimum of (P) appears to be very difficult. Hence, it is very hard to solve the mathematical programming (P) using the classical methods such as gradient algorithms, generalized reduced method and interior-point algorithms. Therefore, we will adapt the Chebyshev's theorem and meta-heuristic variable neighborhood search (VNS) to solve the non-linear programming (P) in order to infer parameters of multiple classification method PROAFTN. In the next section we will describe the developed algorithms to infer the PROAFTN parameters.
Developed Algorithms for learning PROAFTN method
The developed algorithm to solve the mathematical programming (P) is essentially based on VNS metaheuristics proposed by Mladenovic and Hansen [18] . It should be noted that the initial solution for this problem is obtained using the Chebyshev's theorem, which is described in the next section.
Application of Chebyshev's theorem for finding prototypes in PROAFTN method
In this section we will present an approach based on Chebyshev's theorem for adjusting parameters for PROAFTN method. Before developing in detail how the parameters of PROAFTN method are determined, we point out a very important theorem that will be adapted to our context as follows [23] :
Chebyshev's theorem. For any data distribution, at least 100(1-1/t
) % of the objects in any data set will be within t standard deviations of the mean, where t is greater than 1.
The main advantage of Chebyshev's theorem is that it can be applied to any shape distribution of data [23] .
The prototypes are considered to be good representatives of their class and are described by the score upon each of the m attributes. More precisely, to each prototype b ] called optimistic intervals. These intervals define the prototypes of the classes. Submit these intervals to the PROAFTN method for calculating the indifference relation between prototypes and the different cases to be assigned to the classes as described in section 2. This solution is approximate and there is no guarantee that the solution is good. We alleviate this difficulty by using Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) heuristic to improve further on the solution found, which is presented in the next section.
Variable neighborhood search for inferring P ROAF T N parameters
Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) is a recently proposed metaheuristic for solving combinatorial and global optimisation problems [18] . The basic idea is to proceed to a systematic change of neighbourhood within a local search algorithm. This algorithm remains in the same locally optimal solution exploring increasingly far neighbourhoods of it by random generation of a point and descent, until another solution better than the incumbent is found. When so, it "jumps" there, i.e., contrary to simulated annealing or Tabu search [24] , it is not a trajectory following method.
The basic VNS [18] is very useful for approximate solution of many combinatorial and global optimization problems but still it remains difficult or long to solve very large instance. Usually the most time-consuming ingredient of basic VNS is the local search routine which it uses. A drastic change is proposed in Reduced VNS (RVNS) [25] [26] . Thus in RVNS, solutions are drawn at random in increasingly far neighborhoods of the incumbent and replace it if and only if they give a better objective function value. In many cases, this simple scheme of RVNS provides good results, in very moderate time [25] . The general algorithm for Reduced VNS is as follows:
ALGORITHM 2 (RVNS algorithm):
Initialization: Select the set of neighborhood structures N k , for k=1, 2,. . . , kmax, that will be used in the search; find an initial solution x; choose a stopping condition;
Repeat the following sequence until the stopping condition is met;
Set k =1 Repeat the following steps until k = kmax Shaking: Generate a point x at random from the k
Move or not: If this point is better than the incumbent; move there (x = x ) and continue the search with N 1 (k = 1); otherwise set k = k + 1 RVNS is very useful for very large instances for which local search is costly. Here the stopping condition may be maximum CPU time, maximum number of iteration or maximum number of iterations between two improvements.
We have applied the above RVNS algorithm to infer the parameters of PROAFTN method with minimum classification errors i.e. to infer near-optimal parameters and correctly classify the test data.
The different steps of RVNS using Chebyshev's theorem to find initial solution are presented as follows: Move or not: If f ' > f, then take the current parameter and continue the search with N 1 (k =1); otherwise set k = k+1.
Application of the Developed Algorithm
We have applied the above heuristics to four health related dataset: Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Pima Indian Diabetics, Cleveland Heart Disease and Hepatitis Dataset. All these datasets are available on public domain of University of California at Irvine (UCI) repository database (http: //www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.html). All algorithms are coded in C++ and run on Dell-Intel r Xeon TM CPU 3.06 GHZ, 1.00 GB of RAM. Each dataset was randomly distributed into a set containing 2/3 rd of the instances as training and another set containing the remaining 1/3 rd for testing. We have applied PROAFTN with Chebyshev's and also PROAFTN with RVNS by using solutions obtained by Chebyshev's as initial solution on these four data sets.
The algorithms were tested on ten different random splits and the results presents the average of correct classification accuracy. Description and results of each dataset is given below: 
Results
This is the most common database used to test the performances of the classifiers. Table 1 summarizes results of the comparison between our developed methods with 10 other classifiers including: Multi-Stream Dependency Detection algorithm; 1-Nearest neighbour; two pairs of parallel hyperplanes (1 trial only); three pairs of parallel hyperplanes (1 trial only); neural network; linear discriminant; decision tree (ID3); Bayes (second order); quadratic discriminant.
From the table 1 we can see that when PROAFTN is used with RVNS (97.9 % of correct classification), it outperforms other classifier like 1-nearest neighbor Name of Attributes: Number of times pregnant, plasma glucose concentration, diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg), triceps skin fold thickness (mm), 2-Hour serum insulin (mu U/ml), body mass index, diabetes pedigree function and age.
Number of Classes: 2 (Not tested positive-500 and tested positive-268)
In Table 2 we can see that when we apply PROAFTN with Chebyshev's it only gives 21.715% of correctly classified but by applying PROAFTN with RVNS using the PROAFTN starting with Chebyshev's solution, the percentage of correct classification increase to 72.4185%. As stated by other researchers, this is the most difficult dataset for classification. From our developed algorithm we get better or near about similar results when compared to other classifiers. Cleveland Heart Disease: This dataset involves in separating patients who have heart disease and those who do not. It was originally obtained from Cleveland Clinic Foundation. This database contains 76 raw attributes but all published experiments refer to using a subset of 13 relevant of them.
Number of Instances: 303
Number of Attributes: 13
Name of Attributes: Age, Sex, chest pain type, resting blood pressure, cholesterol, fasting blood sugar, resting electrocardiography results, maximum heart rate received, exercise induced angina, ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest, slope of the peak exercise ST segment, number of major vessels coloured by fluoroscopy, thal.
Number of Classes: 2 (absence-164 and presence-139) Results: Table 4 summarizes results of the comparison between our developed methods with four other classifiers including Multi-Stream Dependency Detection algorithm; Assistant(pre-punning) ; C4 decision tree(pruned); C4 decision tree (unpruned tree). As shown in the Table 4 when we apply PROAFTN with Chebyshev's, we get only 64.4 % of correctly classified. But on applying PROAFTN with RVNS, the percentage increases to 85.575 which also outperform the other classifiers like multi-stream dependency detection algorithm (80.77%), ASSISTANT (83%) and C4 decision tree (81.2%).
Results
Note that the maximum time allowed for each run (t max ) is given for RVNS as 2 seconds for the all above applications. So, the possibility of some further small improvement with a much larger t max cannot be ruled out. 6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach for inferring parameters of fuzzy multiple criteria classification method PROAFTN. This approach is based on Chebyshev's rules and used the metaheuristic RVNS. The improved classifier PROAFTN method was tested on different health related datasets which provided better results when compared with other classifiers reported previously by other researchers. To the best of our knowledge, no research has been proposed that would infer parameters of the preferential model in multiple criteria classification or nominal sorting problems. When RVNS is used with PROAFTN, it has several advantages for data modeling. Firstly, the method uses multiple criteria decision analysis and hence can be used to gain understanding about the problem domain. Secondly, as PROAFTN has both a direct and automatic technique to fit parameters, it is ideal method for combining prior knowledge and data. Thirdly, it provides possibility to have access to more detailed information concerning the classification decision. For assignment, the fuzzy membership degree gives us idea about its "weak" and "strong" membership to the corresponding classes.
Comparative testing on several problems demonstrates that the proposed method PROAFTN with RVNS outperforms the classical classification methods previously reported on the same data and the used the same validation technique (10-fold cross validation technique). Further developments of the procedure include the following research directions: (i) apply other metaheuristics such as Tabu search, genetics algorithms, simulated annealing to infer PROAFTN parameters from training set ; (ii) extend the developed methodology to take into account the veto phenomenon and the weights of the attributes considered in the complete version of the PROAFTN method; (iii) combine PROAFTN and VNS for multiple criteria classification problem with decomposition for solving very large instances; (iv) build parallel versions of these heuristics; (v) apply enhanced heuristics to further real world problems from pattern recognition, image analysis, astrophysics and bioinformatics.
